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Articles

ART006

Fill in: THE, A, AN or ----- (no article)

1. We had ______ very nice meal. ______ cheese was exceptionally good.
2. Are you interested in ______ science or ______ music?
3. They got married but ______ marriage wasn’t very successful.
4. Do you know any of ______ people who live across ______ road?
5. After ______ work the boss usually invites his staff to ______ pub.
6. When mom was ill ______ lot of her friends came to ______ hospital to visit her.
7. Many people hate ______ violence, but they like to watch it in ______ movies.
8. Have you ever visited ______ Madame Tussaud’s in London?
9. ______ life would be difficult without ______ useful machines and gadgets we have
today.
10. I’m on ______ night duty this week.
11. I know someone who wrote ______ book about ______ American presidents.
12. ______ World War II ended in 1945.
13. ______ fumes of cars and factories are ______ primary reasons for ______ air pollution.
14. He was ______ unsuccessful musician when he came to this town.
15. Don’t stay in that hotel. ______ beds there are very uncomfortable.
16. The car sped away at ______ hundred km ______ hour.
17. John doesn’t usually go to ______ church on ______ Sundays.
18. He was sent to ______ prison for ______ murder.
19. At ______ beginning of his speech he spoke about ______ tourism in general.
20. We usually go by ______ train, but today we’re taking ______ bus.
21. Every child was given an apple for ______ lunch.
22. ______ British Prime Minister resides in ______ 10 Downing Street.
23. Hundreds of thousands of old people live in ______ solitude throughout the country.
24. ______ freedom and ______ independence are very valuable in ______ modern life.
25. ______ third of ______ Netherlands is in danger of being flooded.
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1. We had a very nice meal. The cheese was exceptionally good.
2. Are you interested in --- science or --- music?
3. They got married but the marriage wasn’t very successful.
4. Do you know any of the people who live across the road?
5. After --- work the boss usually invites his staff to the pub.
6. When mom was ill a lot of her friends came to the hospital to visit her.
7. Many people hate --- violence, but they like to watch it in --- movies.
8. Have you ever visited --- Madame Tussaud’s in London?
9. --- life would be difficult without the useful machines and gadgets we have today.
10. I’m on --- night duty this week.
11. I know someone who wrote a book about --- American presidents.
12. --- World War II ended in 1945.
13. The fumes of cars and factories are the primary reasons for --- air pollution.
14. He was an unsuccessful musician when he came to this town.
15. Don’t stay in that hotel. The beds there are very uncomfortable.
16. The car sped away at a hundred km an hour.
17. John doesn’t usually go to --- church on --- Sundays.
18. He was sent to ---prison for --- murder.
19. At the beginning of his speech he spoke about --- tourism in general.
20. We usually go by --- train, but today we’re taking the bus.
21. Every child was given an apple for --- lunch.
22. The British Prime Minister resides in ---10 Downing Street.
23. Hundreds of thousands of old people live in --- solitude throughout the country.
24. --- Freedom and --- independence are very valuable in --- modern life.
25. A third of the Netherlands is in danger of being flooded.
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